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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

From a statistical perspective, studies Q4881g and Q4882g each demonstrate statistically
significant effects on the primary efficacy endpoint, the change from baseline to week 12 in
weekly itch severity score, for both the Xolair 300 mg and Xolair 150 mg groups. Similar
demonstration of efficacy for the Xolair 75 mg group was not achieved. Conclusions regarding
the comparisons of each Xolair dose group to placebo in terms of the secondary efficacy
endpoints were generally consistent with and supportive of those of the primary efficacy
endpoint. The demonstration of efficacy for Xolair 300 mg and Xolair 150 mg in terms of the
primary efficacy endpoint are not sensitive to the methods applied for missing data. Statistical
methods that appropriately account for the adaptive randomization were also supportive of these
conclusions and in fact yielded nearly identical results to traditional statistical tests.
No meaningful statistically significant differences in the treatment effect in terms of the primary
efficacy endpoint across gender, race, age, or baseline IGE level were identified.

2

INTRODUCTION

Xolair was FDA approved on June 20, 2003 for treatment of adults and adolescents (12 years of
age and above) with moderate to severe persistent asthma who have a positive skin test or in
vitro reactivity to a perennial aeroallergen and whose symptoms are inadequately controlled with
inhaled corticosteroids.
The current submission provides data relevant to the use of Xolair for the treatment of adults and
adolescents (12 years of age and above) with chronic idiopathic urticaria who remain
symptomatic despite H1 antihistamine treatment.
2.1

Overview

In the current submission, the sponsor has provided the results of two phase 3 studies (titled and
numbered as follows) with the intention of supporting the demonstration of efficacy of Xolair for
treatment of adults and adolescents (12 years of age and above) with chronic idiopathic urticarial
(CIU) who remain symptomatic despite H1 antihistamine treatment.
 A Phase III, Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, Placebo-controlled, Dose-ranging
Study to Evaluate the Efficacy and Safety of Xolair (omalizumab) in Patients with
Chronic Idiopathic Urticaria (CIU) Who Remain Symptomatic Despite Antihistamine
Treatment (H1)” (Q4881g)
 A Phase III, Multicenter, Randomized, Double-blind, Dose-Randing, Placebo-controlled,
Study to Evaluate the Efficacy, Response Duration and Safety of Xolair (omalizumab) in
Patients with Chronic Idiopathic Urticaria (CIU) Who Remain Symptomatic Despite
Antihistamine Treatment (H1)” (Q4882g)
Communication with the sponsor regarding these protocols and the development plan is
documented under BB IND 101612 and occurred between 2008 and 2013. A Pre-IND meeting,
an End-of-Phase 2 (EOP2) meeting, and a pre-BLA meeting were held April 8, 2008, May 7,
3
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2010, and April 16, 2013, respectively. Additional written communication regarding the
statistical analysis plans were also exchanged regarding this program in July and August of 2012.
The key statistical agreements and recommendations made between the sponsor and FDA that
are relevant to the review of studies Q4881g and Q4882g are summarized below.
 Discussion or written communication regarding the choice of the primary or co-primary
efficacy endpoints occurred in connection with the pre-IND and EOP2 meetings as well
as in a post-EOP2-meeting written communication. Agreement was reached among the
sponsor and FDA that the itch intensity score (from administration of the Urticaria
Activity Score (UAS7) instrument) could serve as a primary efficacy endpoint and the
hives component of the UAS7 instrument would be considered a supportive endpoint.
This agreement was implemented by the sponsor in studies Q4881g and Q4882g.
 Discussion or written communication regarding the methods for addressing missing data
in the primary and secondary efficacy endpoints occurred in connection with the EOP2
and pre-BLA meetings. Although the sponsor initially proposed a last-observationcarried-forward (LOCF) approach, agreement was reached among the sponsor and FDA
that a baseline-observation-carried-forward (BOCF) approach would be used. A BOCF
approach is desirable in this setting in that patients who discontinue treatment (for lack of
efficacy or unwillingness to tolerate some toxicity) represent a failure of the study
treatment in that patient so that imputation of the baseline value (likely a relatively bad
value) is appropriate. At the time of the pre-BLA meeting, the FDA noted this previous
commitment but requested that since BOCF is a single imputation procedure, the sponsor
should consider providing sensitivity analyses that adequately estimate the variance
associated with the treatment effect (e.g., multiple imputation approach) but that do not
perpetuate the treatment effect. As previously agreed, the sponsor utilized a BOCF
approach as the primary approach to missing data in the current submission. Analyses of
the primary efficacy endpoint utilizing a LOCF approach as well as utilizing a mixedmodel-for-repeated-measures (MMRM) were provided by the sponsor as sensitivity
analyses. From a theoretical statistical perspective, neither of these sensitivity analyses
adequately captures the variance associated with the treatment effect while also not
relying on assumptions that perpetuate the treatment effect. From a practical perspective;
however, the differences between treatment groups in the primary efficacy endpoint in
studies Q4881g and Q4882g are highly statistically significant when utilizing the prespecified BOCF approach so that it is unlikely that introduction of a reasonable amount
of variance associated with the treatment effect would change the qualitative conclusions
regarding the significance of the treatment effect. (Refer to section 3.2.4 for further
comment on missing data in studies Q4881g and Q4882g.)
 In response to the sponsor’s request for review of the statistical analysis plans, the FDA
noted that a dynamic randomization scheme was used to randomly assign treatments and
requested re-randomization tests for the primary and secondary efficacy analysis. The
sponsor agreed to this request and provided these analyses in the clinical study reports.
(Refer to section 3.2.4 for comment on the re-randomization tests in studies Q4881g and
Q4882g.)
 Also in response to the sponsor’s request for review of the statistical analysis plans, the
FDA noted that the hierarchical analyses planned for the secondary efficacy endpoints
(that allow testing of the ordered secondary endpoints for each dose versus placebo when
4
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the comparison of only that dose to placebo for the primary endpoint is significant) does
not completely control the type I error since there are three doses being examined. In
response, the sponsor agreed that the multiplicity plan for the secondary endpoints does
not strongly control the overall type I error rate among the three doses; however, because
it does strongly control the type I error rate within each dose, the sponsor continued to
consider it a reasonable approach and implemented it in the current submission without
modification. (Refer to section 3.2.4 for further comment on type I error control for the
secondary endpoints in studies Q4881g and Q4882g.)
2.2

Data Sources

The study report, protocol, and statistical analysis plan for studies Q4881g and Q4882g were
utilized in the review of this submission. The following data sets were submitted electronically
and utilized in the review of this submission.
\\cdsesub1\bla\ectd_submissions\stn103976\0348\m5\datasets\q4881g\analysis\pat.xpt
\\cdsesub1\bla\ectd_submissions\stn103976\0348\m5\datasets\q4881g\analysis\pateff.xpt
\\cdsesub1\bla\ectd submissions\stn103976\0348\m5\datasets\q4882g\analysis\pat.xpt
\\cdsesub1\bla\ectd submissions\stn103976\0348\m5\datasets\q4882g\analysis\pateff.xpt

3

STATISTICAL EVALUATION

3.1

Data and Analysis Quality

The quality and integrity of the submitted data (i.e. study reports, protocol, statistical analysis
plan, and electronic data sets) were adequate for review.
3.2
3.2.1

Evaluation of Efficacy
Study Design and Endpoints

Studies Q4881g and Q4882g were similarly designed and were multicenter, randomized, doubleblind, parallel-group, dose-ranging, and placebo-controlled studies in patients aged 12 to 75
years with chronic idiopathic urticaria (CIU) who remained symptomatic despite standard-dosed
H1 antihistamine treatment. The primary objective of each of the studies was to assess the
efficacy of Xolair compared with placebo in patients with refractory CIU receiving concomitant
H1 antihistamine therapy.
For each study, eligible subjects were patients aged 12 to 75 years with chronic idiopathic
urticaria (CIU) who remained symptomatic despite standard-dosed H1 antihistamine treatment.
Subjects were required to have had a clinic-established urticarial activity score (UAS) ≥4 based
on the 12 hours prior to either day -14 or day -7, used an approved dose of an H1 antihistamine
for treatment of CIU at day -7 and for at least 3 consecutive days immediately prior to day -14,
and demonstrated willingness and ability to complete the electronic symptom diary twice daily
throughout the two week screening period. At baseline (day 1) subjects were randomly assigned
5
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(in a 1:1:1:1 ratio) using a hierarchical dynamic randomization scheme (described below) to one
of the following treatment groups. Randomization was stratified by baseline weekly itch severity
score, baseline weight, and study site. For the first 12 weeks of the double-blind treatment
period, the time of the primary efficacy assessment, subjects were required to maintain stable
doses of their pre-randomization H1 antihistamine treatment.
 Placebo subcutaneous injection every 4 weeks during the 24-week for study Q4881g and
12-week for study Q4882g double blind treatment period
 Xolair 75 mg subcutaneous injection every 4 weeks during the 24-week for study
Q4881g and 12-week for study Q4882g double blind treatment period
 Xolair 150 mg subcutaneous injection every 4 weeks during the 24-week for study
Q4881g and 12-week for study Q4882g double blind treatment period
 Xolair 300 mg subcutaneous injection every 4 weeks during the 24-week for study
Q4881g and 12-week for study Q4882g double blind treatment period
Treatment randomization was performed by using an interactive voice response system (IVRS).
In order to assure relatively even treatment balance overall and within the stratification factors,
subject allocation to a treatment group was performed using a biased-coin assignment. The
desired balance between treatment groups was 1:1:1:1 for each Xolair dose and placebo. The
treatment-balancing algorithm utilized the following in hierarchial order: overall balance
(imbalance threshold 4), baseline weekly itch score (<13 versus ≥13 with imbalance threshold of
3), baseline body weight (<80 kg versus ≥80 kg with imbalance threshold of 3) and center
(imbalance threshold 1).
The primary efficacy endpoint was the change from baseline in the weekly itch severity score (a
component of the UAS7) at week 12. Itch severity was to be recorded twice daily (morning and
evening) on a scale of 0 (none) to 3 (severe). The daily itch severity score is the average of the
morning and evening scores. When either the morning or evening score is missing, the nonmissing itch severity score for that day will be used as the daily itch severity score and when
both the morning and evening itch scores are missing, the daily itch score will be considered
missing. The weekly itch severity score is the sum of the daily itch severity over that week so
that the range for the weekly itch severity score is from 0 to 21. If there are less than 7 but at
least 4 non-missing daily itch severity scores available, the weekly itch severity score is the
prorated average of those scores. If there are less than 4 non-missing itch severity scores, the
weekly itch severity score is considered missing for that week.
The secondary efficacy endpoints were
 Change from baseline in UAS7 at week 12
The UAS7 weekly score is defined as the sum, across seven days, of the daily averages of
morning and evening scores of a composite score of the severity of the number of hives
(scale of 0 (none) to 3 (severe)) and the intensity of the itch (scale of 0 (none) to 3
(intense)). The range of the daily averages is from 0 to 6 so that the range for the weekly
UAS7 scores is from 0 to 42. Missing data is imputed in an analogous way to the
primary efficacy endpoint.
 Change from baseline in the weekly number of hives score at week 12
6
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The weekly number of hives score is defined as the sum, across seven days, of the daily
averages of morning and evening scores of the number of hives (scale of 0 (none) to 3
(>12)). Thus the range for the weekly UAS7 scores is from 0 to 21. Missing data is
imputed in an analogous way to the primary efficacy endpoint.
Time to weekly itch severity score minimally important difference response by week 12
Weekly itch severity score minimally important difference response is defined as a
reduction from baseline in weekly itch severity score of ≥5 points.
Proportion of patients with UAS7 ≤ 6 at week 12
Week 12 UAS7 is defined as above and then dichotomized at a threshold of 6. Subjects
missing week 12 UAS7 score are classified as non-responders.
Proportion of weekly itch severity score minimally important difference responders at
week 12
Weekly itch severity score is defined as above and then dichotomized at a threshold of 5.
Subjects missing week 12 itch severity score are classified as non-responders.
Change from baseline in weekly size of the largest hive score
The weekly size of the largest hives score is defined as the sum, across seven days, of the
daily averages of morning and evening scores of the size of the largest hive (scale of 0
(none) to 3 (>2.5 cm)). Thus the range for the weekly UAS7 scores is from 0 to 21.
Missing data is imputed in an analogous way to the primary efficacy endpoint.
Change from baseline in health-related quality-of-life as measured by the Dermatology
Life Quality Index(DLQI) at week 12
The DLQI is a 10-item dermatology-specific health-related quality of life measure.
Patients rate their dermatology symptoms as well as the impact of their skin condition on
various aspects of their lives over the last week. The DLQI is calculated by summing the
score for each question resulting in a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 30. The higher
the score, the more quality of life is impaired.
Proportion of angioedema-free days from week 4 to week 12 of therapy
The occurrence of angioedema is recorded once daily in the evening. The proportion of
angioedema-free days from week 4 to week 12 is defined as the number of days for
which the subject indicated a “no” response divided by the total number of days with a
non-missing entry.
Proportion of complete responders at week 12 (pre-specified as a secondary efficacy
endpoint in study Q4881g only)
Week 12 UAS7 is defined as above. Subjects will be classified as a complete responder
when the week 12 UAS7 score is 0. Subjects missing week 12 UAS7 score are classified
as non-responders.

The primary efficacy endpoint and the secondary efficacy endpoints were derived from data
collected via the Urticaria Patient Daily Diary with an electronic handheld device. Subjects were
instructed to complete this electronic diary twice a day for the duration of the study.
3.2.2

Statistical Methodologies

The protocol specified that the efficacy analyses were to be performed using the modified-intentto-treat (mITT) population defined as all randomized subjects who received at least one dose of
7
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study drug. Subjects who discontinued from study treatment or took excluded therapy were to be
considered missing for purposes of the efficacy analyses.
The primary efficacy endpoint, the change from baseline at week 12 in the weekly itch severity
score, was to be compared between each of the Xolair dose and placebo groups using the
protocol-specified analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) controlling for baseline weekly itch
severity score (<13 vs. ≥13), and baseline weight (<80 kd vs. ≥80kg). Missing week 12 weekly
itch severity scores were imputed by the pre-specified method of carrying forward the baseline
weekly itch severity score. In pre-submission communications and since BOCF is a single
imputation procedure, the FDA requested that the sponsor consider sensitivity analyses that
adequately estimate the variance associated with the treatment effect (e.g., multiple imputation
approach) but that do not perpetuate the treatment effect. Analyses of the primary efficacy
endpoint utilizing a LOCF approach as well as utilizing MMRM (fitting all observed weekly itch
severity scores from baseline to week 12 controlling for baseline weekly itch severity score (<13
vs. ≥13) and baseline weight (<80 kg vs. ≥80 kg) for each Xolair dose versus placebo
comparison separately) were provided by the sponsor as pre-specified sensitivity analyses. From
a theoretical statistical perspective, neither of these sensitivity analyses adequately captures the
variance associated with the treatment effect while also not relying on assumptions that
perpetuate the treatment effect. (Refer to section 3.2.4 for further comment on missing data in
studies Q4881g and Q4882g.) In response to an FDA pre-submission request and to account for
the use of a hierarchical randomization scheme, a sensitivity analysis on the primary efficacy
endpoints utilizing a re-randomization test was provided by the sponsor. (Refer to section 3.2.4
for comment on the re-randomization tests in studies Q4881g and Q4882g.)
Table 1 provides the statistical procedures utilized for analyzing the secondary efficacy
endpoints. In addition, in response to an FDA pre-submission request, the sponsor provided rerandomization tests for each of these comparisons.

8
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hierarchical analyses planned for the secondary efficacy endpoints does not completely control
the type I error since there are three doses being examined. In response, while the sponsor
agreed that the type I error for the secondary efficacy endpoints would not be strongly controlled
among the three doses; because the approach does strongly control the type I error rate within
each dose, the sponsor continued to consider this a reasonable approach. (Refer to section 3.2.4
for further comment on type I error control for the secondary endpoints in studies Q4881g and
Q4882g.)
According to the sponsor, the sample size for studies Q4881g and Q4882g were determined
primarily based on safety and regulatory considerations. For purposes of demonstration of
efficacy, 300 patients (randomized 1:1:1:1 among treatment groups) were expected to provide
approximately 98% power to detect a difference in the treatment effect in the primary efficacy
endpoint with a two-sided 0.05 significance level (assuming a mean change from baseline in the
primary efficacy endpoint of 9 points and 3.5 points for the Xolair and placebo groups,
respectively, with a common standard deviation of 6 points, all assumptions which were largely
confirmed by studies Q4881g and Q4882g). In such a setting, a careful understanding of a
“highly significant” p-value is needed. In general, with respect to a comparison between
treatment groups, a highly significant p-value may be a result of the magnitude of the true
difference between treatment groups, the level of variability in the efficacy measure, and/or the
number of subjects studied. While it may seem natural to assume that a highly significant pvalue is an indication that the magnitude of the treatment effect is large, this may or may not be
the case. Rather the p-value is a measure of the certainty of the finding. With studies Q4881g
and Q4882g, the certainty of the finding is great since the number of subjects studied is more
than what would have normally been required, to achieve 80% power, for example. Estimation
of the treatment effect is correspondingly precise. However, the magnitude of the treatment
effect associated with a highly significant p-value is not necessarily large. The reader should
avoid inaccurate interpretation of the p-value and rely on the point estimate for the difference
between treatment groups and the corresponding confidence interval for estimation of the
magnitude of the treatment effect.
3.2.3

Patient Disposition, Demographic and Baseline Characteristics

As described in Table 2, 319 and 323 subjects were randomly assigned in a 1:1:1:1 ratio to
receive placebo, Xolair 75 mg, Xolair 150 mg, and Xolari 300 mg in studies Q4881g and
Q4882g, respectively. One subject in each study did not receive study treatment and therefore
was not included in the mITT group. Early study treatment discontinuation was most common in
the placebo group and ranged from 10% to 24% across treatment groups in study Q4881g. The
most frequent reasons for early study treatment discontinuation in study Q4881g were adverse
event and disease progression. As might be expected due to the shorter treatment period
associated with study Q4882g, early study treatment discontinuation was less frequent in study
Q4882g than Q4881g and ranged from 3% to 10% across treatment groups. The data in Table 2
reflect treatment discontinuation rates throughout the studies and do not account for the timing of
the primary and secondary efficacy evaluations at week 12 so that the importance of these events
may not be directly relevant to the demonstration of efficacy.
10
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the technical inadequacies of the pre-specified multiplicity plan are unlikely to have adversely
altered the overall interpretation of efficacy of each Xolair dose.
The pre-specified statistical analyses of the secondary efficacy endpoints are shown in Table 8.
Comparisons that are considered statistically significant (according to the pre-specified
multiplicity plan) and according to the outcome of the analyses are shaded. Statistically
significant benefits over placebo in terms of every secondary efficacy endpoint for both studies
were observed for the Xolair 300 mg group. Similar results are observed for the Xolair 150 mg
group over placebo with lack of statistical significance in three and two cases in studies Q4881g
and Q4882g. Statistically significant differences from placebo in the secondary efficacy
endpoints for the Xolair 75 mg group were sparse and the efficacy of Xolair at that dose is not
supported.

16
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3.3

Evaluation of Safety

During the course of this review, no safety endpoints were identified as requiring more rigorous
statistical evaluation. The reader is referred to the medical review of this application for an
evaluation of the safety of Xolair.

4
4.1

FINDINGS IN SPECIAL/SUBGROUP POPULATIONS
Gender, Race, Age, and Geographic Region

No meaningful statistically significant differences in the treatment effect in terms of the primary
efficacy endpoint across gender, race, or age categories were identified (for gender p = 0.5, 0.1,
and 0.8 for the subgroup-by-treatment interaction for the Xolair 75 mg, 150 mg, and 300 mg
(b) (4)
groups, respectively, in study Q4881g and p =
0.6, and 0.6 for the subgroup-by-treatment
interaction for the Xolair 75 mg, 150 mg, and 300 mg groups, respectively, in study Q4882g, for
(b)
race p = (4) , NE, and NE for the subgroup-by-treatment interaction for the Xolair 75 mg, 150
(b) (4)
mg, and 300 mg groups, respectively, in study Q4881g and p =
, NE, and NE for the
subgroup-by-treatment interaction for the Xolair 75 mg, 150 mg, and 300 mg groups,
(b)
respectively, in study Q4882g, for age p = (4) , 0.7, and 0.7 for the subgroup-by-treatment
interaction for the Xolair 75 mg, 150 mg, and 300 mg groups, respectively, in study Q4881g and
(b)
p = (4) , 0.01, and 0.2 for the subgroup-by-treatment interaction for the Xolair 75 mg, 150 mg,
and 300 mg groups, respectively, in study Q4882g).
Nevertheless analysis of the primary efficacy endpoint, the change from baseline to week 12 in
the weekly itch severity score (BOCF), is presented stratified by gender, age, and race in Table 9.
The results indicate that the treatment effects of Xolair 300 mg and Xolair 150 mg over placebo
are present and relatively consistent across these strata.
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5.2

Pre-specified methods for missing data in the primary efficacy endpoint were not ideal
because they did not simultaneously adequately estimate the variance associated with the
treatment effect without perpetuating the treatment effect (Refer to sections 2.1 and 3.2.4)
Dynamic randomization requires use of re-randomization tests (Refer to sections 2.1and
3.2.4)
Within dose-level hierarchical analyses planned for the secondary efficacy endpoints do
not completely control the type I error since there are three doses being examined (Refer
to sections 2.1 and 3.2.4)
Collective Evidence

Studies Q4881g and Q4882g were generally consistent in findings and have been previously
presented side-by-side; therefore, no formal statistical assessment of collective evidence across is
studies is provided in this review and the reader is referred to section 5.3 for the conclusions and
recommendations resulting from the review of study Q4881g and Q4882g.
5.3

Conclusions and Recommendations

From a statistical perspective, studies Q4881g and Q4882g each demonstrate statistically
significant effects on the primary efficacy endpoint, the change from baseline to week 12 in
weekly itch severity score, for both the Xolair 300 mg and Xolair 150 mg groups. Similar
demonstration of efficacy for the Xolair 75 mg group was not achieved. Conclusions regarding
the comparisons of each Xolair dose group to placebo in terms of the secondary efficacy
endpoints were generally consistent with and supportive of those of the primary efficacy
endpoint. The demonstration of efficacy for Xolair 300 mg and Xolair 150 mg in terms of the
primary efficacy endpoint are not sensitive to the methods applied for missing data. Statistical
methods that appropriately account for the adaptive randomization were also supportive of these
conclusions and in fact yielded nearly identical results to traditional statistical tests.
No meaningful statistically significant differences in the treatment effect in terms of the primary
efficacy endpoint across gender, race, age, or baseline IGE level were identified.
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